Eye-Level Digital
Physician Scales
400 lb x 0.2 lb / 180 kg x 0.1 kg
These 59” (150 cm) high digital scales features the eye-level “at-aglance”convenience of a battery-powered 0.5”/12.7 mm high-contrast
LCD display. With the push of a button, readings appear in pounds OR
kilograms and the weight display also calculates Body Mass Index.
The 10.5” W x 14.5” D (27 cm W x 37 cm D) platform cover is easily removed for cleaning. Handpost and height rod combinations are also
available. Please see the back page for different model numbers.
Detecto's eye-level digital physician scales feature the
powerful 758C digital weight indicator, which has battery
or AC power, patient ID storage, serial connectivity for output to a printer or PC, and a host of other useful functions
and features detailed on the back page.
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Detecto Digital Physician Scale Features

With the Enhanced 758C
Digital Weight Display
SERIAL CONNECTIVITY PROVIDES:
OUTPUT TO PRINTER print weight, BMI, time, date, and height
SEND DATA TO PC excellent for efﬁcient electronic medical record keeping
DETECTO’S EYE-LEVEL PHYSICIAN SCALE FEATURES THE
758C WEIGHT DISPLAY
Pushbutton and keypad tare, automatic display lock, and
selectable units make the 758C the perfect choice for weight
loss clinics, long-term care facilities or anywhere accurate weight
is required.
BODY MASS INDEX
Body
Mass
Index
(BMI)
calculations
have been shown to
be an accurate estimate of health risk when used as part of a
comprehensive health assessment. The 758C quickly calculates
BMI by simply entering the patient’s height while weighing.
MODEL

CAPACITY

DESCRIPTION

6437

400 lb x 0.2 lb /
180 kg x 0.1 kg

No Height Rod

6439

Same

With Height Rod

6449

Same

With Handpost and Ht. Rod

SERIAL CONNECTIVITY
The 758C is the new standard for health care scale
weight indicators. Serial connectivity (illustrated
above) provides output to a PC or printer for efﬁcient
record keeping,useful for patient records in physicians'
ofﬁces, weight loss clinics, or athletics. The new serial
port allows output of the 758C's data directly to a
printer by simply pressing the PRINT/ENTER key. The
paper copy can be included in a patient’s ﬁles.
PATIENT ID
Easily enter up to an 11-digit patient ID and print it along with
the weight, time and date from a label printer or send the data
to a PC.
The 758C is battery
powered for use
with portable
scales, so you can
take the scale
to the patient.
Optional AC
adapter available.

Model 6439/6449 Height Rod: 30” - 78” and 76 cm - 198 cm
Shipping Weight: 6437 - 35 lb/16 kg 6439 - 38 lb/17 kg
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Detecto Scale reserves the right to improve, enhance, or modify features and speciﬁcations without prior notice.
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